
Chapter 1 Articles Poster Project

You will make two posters for this project, one for definite articles and one for indefinite articles. You 
can use the 11x17 paper given in class or regular (unlined) paper that is no larger than 11x17.

Definite Articles

The name of a person, place, or thing is a noun. In Spanish, every noun has a gender, either masculine or 
feminine. Almost all nouns that end in -o are masculine and almost all nouns that end in -a are feminine. 

In Spanish, the definite article "the" is either el or la. You use "el" with masculine nouns and "la" with feminine 
nouns. 

el muchacho    la muchacha    el amigo    la amiga

Note that in the plural (more than one) "el" becomes "los" and "la" becomes "las."

los muchachos     las muchachas     los amigos     las amigas

Make a poster (no larger than 11x17") explaining definite articles: el, la, los, and las.  Your poster should be 
colorful, with a well formed explanation (in your own words) that younger students could understand. Your 
explanation must be correct and include examples that are different from the words listed above.

 

Indefinite Articles

The name of a person, place, or thing is a noun. In Spanish, every noun has a gender, either masculine or 
feminine. Almost all nouns that end in -o are masculine and almost all nouns that end in -a are feminine. 

In Spanish, the indefinite article "a" "an," and "some" are either un or una. You use "un" with masculine nouns 
and "una" with feminine nouns. 

un muchacho    una muchacha    un amigo    una amiga

When there is more than one (plural) "un" becomes "unos" and "una" becomes "unas."

unos muchachos     unas muchachas     unos amigos     unas amigas

Make a poster (no larger than 11x17") explaining indefinite articles: un, una, unos, and unas.  Your poster 
should be colorful, with a well formed explanation (in your own words) that younger students could understand. 
Your explanation must be correct and include examples that are different from the words listed above.
 


